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Abstract

femtoslicing

DELTA is a 1.5-GeV synchrotron light source operated
by the Center for Synchrotron Radiation at the TU Dortmund University. An interaction between electron bunches
and femtosecond laser pulses is routinely used to generate ultrashort pulses of coherent synchrotron radiation at
harmonics of the laser wavelength (coherent harmonic generation, CHG) as well as short and coherent pulses in the
THz regime. The paper describes diagnostics methods to
optimize the laser-electron overlap and to characterize the
generated VUV and THz pulses. Furthermore, the laserelectron interaction can be employed as a beam diagnostics
tool, e.g. to study the longitudinal steady-state bunch proﬁle
as well as dynamic properties during RF-phase modulation,
which is applied to improve the beam lifetime.

INTRODUCTION
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Synchrotron radiation (SR) sources based on electron storage rings [1] are complementary to high-gain free-electron
lasers (FELs) [2] in various ways. The extreme peak brilliance of FELs has opened up new scientiﬁc opportunities,
while the brilliance of SR sources, having increased by several orders of magnitude per decade, is still suﬃcient for
many applications. Since high-gain FELs are based on linear accelerators, they serve only one experiment at a time
with a relatively low pulse repetition rate, while SR sources
are multi-user facilities producing very stable beams with
a pulse rate of up to 500 MHz. The pulse duration of FELs
is in the femtosecond regime allowing to study dynamic
processes such as chemical reactions, structural and electronic changes in molecules or crystals, or fast magnetic
phenomena, while the pulses from SR sources with a duration of 30 to 100 ps (FWHM) are inadequate for this purpose.
Presently, four high-gain FELs are in user operation while
about 50 SR sources exist worldwide. Reducing the pulse
duration of SR sources by about three orders of magnitude
would, therefore, increase the research opportunities for a
very large user community.
While the electron bunches can be shortened to a few
picoseconds by reducing the momentum compaction factor
[3, 4], sub-picosecond SR pulses are obtained by extracting
radiation from a small longitudinal fraction (a "slice") of
long electron bunches [5]. To this end, the electron energy
is modulated by the electric ﬁeld of a femtosecond laser
pulse co-propagating with the bunch in an undulator. The
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Figure 1: Laser-based methods to generate ultrashort SR
pulses (see text). Note that the central "slice" of energymodulated electrons (red and blue) is typically 1000 times
shorter than the whole bunch.
modulation has the periodicity of the laser wavelength, an
envelope similar to the laser pulse shape, and an amplitude
proportional to the square root of the laser pulse energy.
Typically, Ti:sapphire laser systems are employed with a
wavelength of 800 nm, a pulse energy of a few mJ and a
repetition rate in the kHz range, leading to a modulation
amplitude of 5-10 times the rms energy spread within a slice
of 1/1000 of the bunch length. An undulator used for this
purpose is called "modulator". The laser-induced energy
modulation may be employed in several ways (Fig. 1):
• Oﬀ-energy electrons are transversely displaced in magnets such that their short SR pulse from a second undulator (the "radiator") can be separated spatially from
the long pulse produced by the other electrons. In this
"femtoslicing" scheme [6], the radiator wavelength can
be tuned to any value. Even though incoherent SR from
a small fraction of the bunch is rather weak and the laser
pulse rate is 10−5 of the bunch rate, this scheme produces signiﬁcant scientiﬁc results at the ALS in Berkeley/USA [7, 8], BESSY in Berlin/Germany [9, 10], and
the SLS in Villigen/Switzerland [11, 12]. Another femtoslicing source is currently under commissioning at
SOLEIL in Saint-Aubin/France [13].
• Using a dispersive chicane, the energy modulation may
be translated into a periodic density modulation giving
rise to coherent radiation at harmonics of the laser wavelength. Since the coherent SR intensity scales with the
number of energy-modulated electrons squared [14],
it is higher than the incoherent SR intensity from the
rest of the bunch, and no spatial separation is required.
This scheme, called CHG (coherent harmonic generation) [15], is restricted to harmonics h < 10 since
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Table 1: Parameters of the DELTA Short-Pulse Facility
1.5 GeV
115.2 m (2.6 MHz)
130 / 20 mA
15 nm rad
0.0008
13 mm (43 ps)

laser wavelength
pulse energy at 800 / 400 / 267 nm
laser repetition rate
laser pulse duration

800 nm
8.0 / 2.7 / 1.0 mJ
1 kHz
45 fs

undulator period length
modulator / radiator periods
maximum undulator parameter K
maximum chicane strength R56

250 mm
7/7
12
130 μm

the coherent SR intensity decreases exponentially with
increasing harmonic number. The CHG principle was
demonstrated in the 1980s [16], and recent implementations were accomplished at Elettra near Trieste/Italy
[17], UVSOR in Okazaki/Japan [18], and DELTA in
Dortmund/Germany [19].
• A density modulation following a twofold laser-electron
interaction has been proposed as an FEL seeding
scheme but may as well be used to generate ultrashort
pulses in storage rings. Known as EEHG (echo-enabled
harmonic generation) [20], the advantage over CHG is
that the coherent SR intensity follows Icoh ∼ h−2/3
and higher harmonics can be reached. EEHG has
been demonstrated at two linac-based experiments at
SLAC in Menlo Park/USA [21] and SINAP in Shanghai/China [22], and has been proposed for the storage
rings SOLEIL [23] and DELTA [24].
• Due to the energy-dependent path lengths along the
storage-ring lattice, the energy-modulated electrons
leave a short dip in the longitudinal charge density
giving rise to coherent radiation pulses in the terahertz (THz) regime over several turns, see e.g. [25].
These short and intense pules are used at several facilities (ALS, BESSY, SLS, UVSOR, DELTA) as energymodulation diagnostics, but can also be employed for
time-resolved far-infrared spectroscopy.
In the following, techniques used at the CHG facility at
DELTA to diagnose and optimize the laser-electron interaction are described. Most of these methods are relevant
to other short-pulse sources (CHG, EEHG, or femtoslicing) and to seeded FELs. In addition, laser-induced energy
modulation can be used as a beam diagnostics tool, e.g.
to sample the longitudinal charge distribution. Interacting
only with 1/1000 of the electrons, the eﬀect on the bunch
is small but not always negligible. The energy modulation
can, for example, trigger an instability leading to coherent
THz bursts [26].

Figure 2: Short-pulse facility at DELTA comprising a laser
system, the beamline BL 3 sending seed pulses to the undulator U250, the diagnostics beamline BL 4, the VUV beamline
BL 5 and the THz beamline BL 5a.

THE SHORT-PULSE FACILITY AT DELTA
DELTA is a 1.5-GeV synchrotron light source operated by
the Center for Synchrotron Radiation at the TU Dortmund
University. A facility to generate ultrashort and coherent
SR pulses in the VUV and THz regime was constructed
in 2011 [19, 24]. Its footprint is shown in Fig. 2, relevant
parameters are given in Tab. 1. Pulses from a femtosecond
Ti:sapphire laser system or a harmonic thereof modulate the
electron energy in the ﬁrst 7 periods of the electromagnetic
undulator U250 tuned to the seed wavelength, while 3 further
periods are powered to form a dispersive chicane. The last 7
periods are tuned to a harmonic of the seed wavelength and
act as radiator sending coherent pulses either via beamline
BL 4 to a diagnostics hutch or to the experiment at BL 5.
This beamline, operated by the Forschungszentrum Jülich,
comprises a plane-grating monochromator and a photoelectron spectrometer with a 2-dimensional detector for spectral
and angular sensitivity. In addition, a dedicated THz beamline (BL 5a) was constructed, which is equipped with an
InSb bolometer, a fast YBa2 CU3 O7−x (YBCO) detector, and
an FT-IR spectrometer using a Si bolometer as detector. An
evacuated beam pipe allows to send laser pulses directly to
BL 5 and BL 5a for pump-probe applications.
In the past, the undulator U250 was operated as a storagering FEL in optical-klystron conﬁguration, lasing in the
visible regime at reduced beam energies around 0.5 GeV
[27]. New power supplies allow to tune the modulator to a
seed wavelength of 800 nm at the nominal beam energy of
1.5 GeV, making CHG during user operation possible. Accelerator physics studies can be performed during 10 weeks/year
and, in addition, in a shift following the Mo-Fr user operation at 20 weeks/year. During machine studies, CHG is
predominantly performed in single-bunch mode with a current of up to 20 mA and a seed wavelength of 800 or 400 nm.
In user operation, CHG was demonstrated using a hybrid
ﬁll pattern (120 mA multibunch plus a 10-mA single bunch).
The ﬁnal goal is seeding with 267 nm and generating ultrashort pulses at 53 nm for pump-probe experiments. As an
upgrade, the 6 m long straight section of the U250 will be
extended to 20 m by rearranging the dipole magnets in order
to accommodate two new electromagnetic modulators (7
periods, period length 200 mm, to be delivered by the end
of 2014) and the U250 as radiator for EEHG [28].
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Figure 3: Streak camera images of a femtosecond laser pulse
preceding the undulator radiation by 200 ps (left) and of
overlapping pulses (right). The apparent laser pulse duration
is given by the camera resolution.

THE LASER-ELECTRON OVERLAP
For optimum energy modulation, a number of conditions
must be met:
• The undulator spectrum must overlap with the laser
spectrum, which is not critical due to the large undulator
bandwidth. The electric ﬁeld vector of the laser must be
parallel to the electron motion in the planar undulator.

Copyright © 2014 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

• The laser arrival time should be that of the bunch center.
To this end, the laser oscillator is synchronized to the
radio frequency (RF) of the storage ring by piezo-tuning
the laser cavity, and the 1-kHz laser ampliﬁer timing
is set for the desired RF bucket by a revolution trigger
which is vetoed for 1 ms. The laser timing was initially
ﬁne-tuned by delaying the RF signal using a mechanical
phase shifter ("trombone"), but now a vector modulator
is employed. The arrival time of SR from the modulator
and the (strongly attenuated) laser pulse is measured
using a fast photodiode and a streak camera (Fig. 3).
• The energy modulation depends critically on the spatial
overlap of laser and electron bunch at the center of the
modulator, but is less sensitive to angular errors. In
the evacuated seed beamline BL 3, good control over
position and angle is achieved by two mirrors with
reproducible and backlash-free angular tunability (M1
and M2 in Fig. 4). Since the beam cannot be intercepted

Figure 5: Two methods to image undulator and laser light
with (top) or without (bottom) focusing. A typical screen
image without focusing (right) shows the frequency-doubled
laser as a blue spot surrounded by undulator radiation.
by screens in a storage ring, the transverse overlap is not
easy to judge. Laser light and SR from the modulator
is viewed on a screen without focusing (obtaining the
overlap at the screen position) or, alternatively, using
cameras equipped with lenses (obtaining the overlap at
the focal point), see Fig. 5. Splitting the beam and using
two screens at diﬀerent positions or two diﬀerent focal
points, respectively, allows to obtain spatial and angular
information (screen 1 and 2 in Fig. 4). In either case,
the optical quality suﬀers from aperture limitations and
from deformations or radiation damage of the lightextracting mirror.
• The optimum laser waist position is usually at the modulator center. For an on-axis electron, the maximum energy change is obtained if the Rayleigh length is about
1/4 of the modulator length [29]. The ﬁnite electron
beam size and a laser quality factor M 2 > 1, however,
requires to increase the Rayleigh length z R = πw02 /λ
and thus the 1/e2 laser waist radius w0 in order to obtain a suﬃcient modulation averaged over all electrons.
The waist size and position is controlled by changing
the positions of focusing lenses or mirrors, usually associated with transverse "steering" of the laser beam.
After focusing, leakage through a dielectric mirror is
picked oﬀ and sent to a point at an equal distance as
the modulator. This "virtual laser waist" is inspected
by a CCD camera movable on a rail (Fig. 4).
• The laser pulse quality at the modulator is critical.
It suﬀers from spherical aberrations and astigmatism
from mirrors and lenses. The transition through lenses,
vacuum windows, and even air causes focusing due to
the intensity-dependent index of refraction ("B integral"), chirp due to group-delay dispersion, and chromatic aberrations. The wavefronts may be distorted
by air turbulence and thermal eﬀects in glass. In the
conﬁguration shown in Fig. 5, the ﬁrst telescope in air
enlarges the laser beam to reduce the power density
on the vacuum window, while the second telescope in
vacuum provides the ﬁnal focusing.

Figure 4: Laser beam path at DELTA with two mirror telescopes (currently under construction). Telescope 1 (in air)
enlarges the laser beam, telescope 2 (in vacuum) provides
the ﬁnal focusing.

The occurrence of coherent THz radiation detected by
the InSb bolometer at beamline BL 5a is a very sensitive
indicator of successful energy modulation [25], another one
is the CHG signal.
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Figure 6: CHG spectra at 400 nm (frequency 750 THz) with
the chicane set for optimum density modulation (top) and
with a larger R56 value (bottom).
The energy-modulation amplitude ΔEmax can be measured by observing the beam lifetime while reducing the
energy acceptance of the storage ring. This can be done
using a scraper in combination with dispersion [9] or by
reducing the RF voltage. In the case of CHG, optimum
bunching is obtained at a constant value of R56 · ΔEmax /σ E ,
from which the modulation amplitude can be deduced. Here,
σ E is the energy spread and the chicane strength R56 , if
uncertain, can be obtained from the fringe pattern of an
optical-klystron spectrum, see e.g. [30].

CHARACTERIZATION OF RADIATION
A general issue when detecting CHG radiation is how to
reject the strong co-propagating seed pulses. When seeding at a wavelength of 800 nm, CHG radiation at 400 nm
passes a dielectric mirror coated for the seed wavelength. To
study CHG pulses at shorter wavelengths, which would not
pass a mirror substrate, several dielectric mirrors deﬂecting
CHG radiation while transmitting the seed pulses are used
in combination with bandpass ﬁlters.
The spectrum of spontaneously emitted (SE) undulator radiation and CHG pulses is measured using a Czerny-Turnertype monochromator followed by an avalanche photodiode
(APD). For a selected wavelength, a digital oscilloscope
records the CHG+SE intensity as well as the SE intensity at
the following revolution without laser-electron interaction,
observing a CHG-to-SE ratio of up to 103 . The spectra obtained this way match those obtained by scanning the planegrating monochromator in beamline BL 5 while recording
the photoelectron yield or by using a CCD-line spectrometer [24]. In the latter case, the CCD records the whole
spectrum at once but integrates over 2600 SE pulses for each
CHG pulse. For the case of low harmonics, however, the
strong CHG component is nevertheless visible. The SE spectrum has a width of Δν/ν ≈ 1/N (FWMH), where N = 7 is
the number of radiator periods, and shows fringes from the
interference between the radiator and the corresponding harmonic of the modulator [30]. The CHG spectrum is narrower
with a time-bandwidth product close to the Fourier limit,

Figure 7: Double-slit pattern of 200-nm CHG radiation in
real (left, top) and spatial frequency space (left, bottom),
and dependence of the fringe visibility on the delay τ between light from the two slits. Here, γ(τ) is the ratio of the
integrated intensities of a sideband and the central peak in
frequency space.
provided that the R56 transfer matrix element of the chicane
is tuned for optimum density modulation (Fig. 6, top). As an
example, a width of 2.6 nm (FWHM) was measured at BL 5
for 200-nm CHG radiation. Increasing the chicane strength
leads to a broader CHG spectrum with interference fringes
(Fig. 6, bottom), which can be explained by a more complex density modulation. The energy modulation follows
the Gaussian shape of the laser pulse, and its maximum is
overbunched, i.e. the optimum value of R56 · ΔEmax /σ E is
exceeded, if R56 is too large (see [32]).
The CHG pulse energy can be estimated from the observed CHG-to-SE ratio and the SE intensity measured with
a powermeter. As an example, a pulse energy of 0.2 nJ was
obtained at 200 nm (the 4th harmonic of 800 nm), corresponding to 2 · 108 photons per pulse [31]. The angular
distribution of CHG and SE at a selected wavelength is
obtained by scanning the radiation over the spectrometer entrance slit. In accordance with the respective spectral widths,
the angular distribution of CHG is narrower than that of SE.
For radiation emitted by micro-bunched electrons, which
is the case for FEL as well as CHG radiation, the coherence properties are of particular interest. In all coherence
measurements, a fast-gated intensiﬁed CCD camera is essential in order to obtain suﬃcient single-shot intensity from a
single turn without adding SE pulses [33]. The transverse coherence is studied using a classical double-slit setup followed
by the camera after 1.3 m [32]. The visibility of interference
fringes reduces with increasing slit separation, and the separation with 50% reduction deﬁnes the transverse coherence
length. Here, the visibility V = (Imax − Imin )/(Imax + Imin )
can either be obtained by directly observing the maximum
and minimum intensity in forward direction or by performing
a 2-dimensional Fourier transform (Fig. 7, left). In spatial
frequency space, the fringes appear as sidebands adjacent
to a central peak, and their integral intensity is proportional
to V [34]. A typical transverse coherence length of 1 mm is
obtained at a distance of 10 m from the radiator.
The longitudinal coherence can be estimated from the
oﬀ-axis fringe visibility in the double-slit pattern, but more
accurate results are obtained from dedicated experiments.
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In one measurement, the length of one arm of a Michelson
interferometer was varied while recording the interference
pattern. Another experiment employed the double-slit setup
with movable glass wedges to delay the light from one slit
with respect to the other (Fig. 7, right). In either case, the longitudinal coherence length is derived from the dependence
of the fringe visibility on the delay. In reasonable accordance with the measured spectral widths, a coherence length
of 34 fs was obtained with both methods for CHG and 10 fs
for SE [31, 32], where the SE spectrum was narrowed by a
bandpass ﬁlter. Yet another approach to study the coherence
is to record speckle patterns [35] of CHG pulses passing
through a diﬀuse organic ﬁlm. After successful application
at FELs, e.g. [36], speckle measurements were performed at
DELTA and are currently under analysis [37].

LONGITUDINAL BEAM DIAGNOSTICS

Copyright © 2014 CC-BY-3.0 and by the respective authors

The longitudinal electron density distribution ρ(t − t 0 )
can be sampled by moving the laser arrival time t relative to
that of the bunch center (t 0 ) and recording either the CHG
or coherent THz signal, both being proportional to ρ2 . The
bunch length obtained this way is ≈ 100 ps (FWHM), in
accordance with streak camera measurements [38]. The
longitudinal ﬁne structure imprinted on the bunch, i.e. the
aforementioned "dip" which gives rise to coherent THz radiation, can be studied in the frequency domain by measuring
the THz spectrum, and the results obtained at DELTA agree
well with a model calculation [39]. Direct measurements
in the time domain were not yet performed but can be done
with sub-ps resolution by electro-optical sampling either in
the far ﬁeld [40] or in the near ﬁeld [41].
The laser-induced energy modulation was also used to
study dynamic changes of the bunch shape. A periodic modulation of the RF phase by twice the synchrotron frequency
is routinely applied at DELTA to suppress longitudinal instabilities and to improve the beam lifetime [42]. Depending
on the modulation amplitude, the bunch length changes periodically or the electrons populate two or even three "islands"
rotating about each other in longitudinal phase space [43,44].
Two methods were applied to perform CHG while the RFphase modulation was in operation [45]:
(a) The modulation frequency f m was tuned close to an
integer multiple (e.g. n = 32) of the laser repetition rate f l
such that the laser-electron interaction takes place at a slowly
changing phase of the RF modulation. The CHG and THz
signal oscillate on a typical time scale of a minute (Fig. 8),
depending on the frequency diﬀerence f m − n · f l .
(b) The modulation frequency was synchronized to the
laser pulses by using a trigger at a rate of f l to start a train
of modulation cycles, and at the end of an integer number of
cycles, the trigger starts the next train. In this case, a delay
applied to the trigger selects a constant modulation phase at
which the laser-electron interaction takes place.
Depending on f m and the modulation amplitude, the beating behavior of the CHG and THz signal in method (a) can
be in phase or 180◦ out of phase, as shown in Fig. 8. If the

CHG and THz signal (a.u.)
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Figure 8: Streak camera image (top) and CHG/THz signal intensities versus time (bottom) in the presence of an RF-phase
modulation (see text for details). The dashed lines indicate
the respective steady-state values without modulation.
modulation is weak, the bunch length and energy spread
oscillate in a countercyclical way. The CHG signal follows
the electron density at the bunch center while the THz signal
measured by the InSb bolometer decreases strongly with increasing energy spread. This assumption is conﬁrmed when
the laser arrival time is tuned away from the bunch center
at which the electron density is larger when the bunch is
shorter. If the laser pulse is delayed as to intercept the bunch
tail, the interacting electron density is larger when the bunch
is longer, and the CHG and THz signals are in phase.
While method (a) is convenient to study the full period
of the RF phase modulation, method (b) is the one to be
employed for CHG in user operation. In both cases, a CHG
signal up to 30% larger than without modulation was observed suggesting that the bunch is temporarily shorter than
its equilibrium length.

OUTLOOK
With several femtoslicing and CHG facilities in operation
and the advent of seeded high-gain FELs [46], the laserbased manipulation and diagnostics of relativistic electron
beams [47] has become a standard method, although achieving and maintaining an optimum laser-electron overlap is still
a laborious task. Newly emerging schemes like EEHG [20]
and other recently proposed ideas, e.g. phase merging [48],
suggest that there is still room for improvement. Once this
technology has matured, it may be possible to explicitly
design a storage ring as a "pump-probe factory" with multiple laser-based short-pulse beamlines dedicated to ultrafast
science.
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